Abstract

Lynx is XCOR’s entry into the commercial reusable launch vehicle (RLV) market. This two-seat, piloted space transport vehicle will transport humans and payloads on a half-hour suborbital flight to 100 km (330,000 feet) and then return safely to a landing at the originating runway.

Lynx will operate as an FAA AST-licensed suborbital reusable launch vehicle. XCOR already has successfully passed the AST licensing process with an earlier vehicle concept, and has been actively involved in the development of the statutory and regulatory framework within which Lynx will operate.

The Lynx will offer several multi-mission primary and secondary payload capabilities including: in-cockpit experiments, externally mounted experiments, test pilot/astronaut training, upper atmospheric sampling, microsatellite launch / ballistic trajectory research (Mark III / US capability only), and personal spaceflight (space tourism). “Primary” payloads pay for the flight, while “secondary” payloads are on a ride-share basis with a primary payload, typically for a nominal ride-share fee.

The seminar describes the vehicle and operations plus reports on progress towards flight and on opportunities for researchers.
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